Comparing the FAISE method with conventional dual-echo sequences.
The FAISE (fast-acquisition interleaved spin-echo) technique consists of a hybrid rapid-acquisition relaxation-enhanced (RARE) sequence combined with a specific phase-encode reordering method. Implemented on a 1.5-T unit, this multisection, high-resolution technique permits convenient contrast manipulation similar to that of spin-echo imaging, with selection of a pseudo-echo-time parameter and a TR interval. With a TR of 2 seconds, eight 256 x 256 images are obtained in 34 seconds with either T2 or proton-density weighting. A direct comparison between FAISE and spin echo for obtaining T2-weighted head images in healthy subjects indicates that FAISE and spin-echo images are qualitatively and quantitatively similar. Image artifacts are more pronounced on "proton-density" FAISE images than on the T2-weighted FAISE images. T1 contrast can be obtained with inversion recovery and short TR FAISE images. Preliminary temperature measurements in saline phantoms do not indicate excessive temperature increases with extended FAISE acquisitions. However, extensive studies of radio-frequency power deposition effects should be performed if the FAISE technique is to be fully exploited.